Particle-in-cell codes for intense beam dynamics study with space charge include parameters defined by user: number of modeling particles, number of grid points and integration step. Combination of that parameters has to provide the most accurate calculation of beam dynamics during reasonable computing time. Analytical solutions for intense beam dynamics problems with space charge allow comparable runs of codes with controlled accuracy of calculations. In present paper test problems using PIC code BEAMPATH are given.
INTRODUCTION
Self-consistent solutions for beam distribution function serve as test problems for verification of beam space charge codes. Most of the solutions are obtained for beam with linear space charge forces. Large number of tests are available utilizing KV equations for beam envelopes. Here we consider drift of uniform beam in free space (Section 2). Problem of beam drift is generalized for non-unifom beam as well (Section 3). Number of tests for both uniform and non-uniform beams are available for beam equilibria with space charge (Section 4). Several tests (drift of uniformly charged ellipsoid, Section 5 and beam hunching, Section 6) include longitudinal space charge forces. 
DRIFT OF GAUSSIAN BEAM IN FREE SPACE
If beam is not uniform, it's density profile as well as beam sizes are changed in drift space. Evolution of Gaussian beam with zero emittance in drift space under self non-linear space charge forces is described by expression 
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Space charge forces inside ellipsoid are of Gaussian in drift space: a.
BEAM EQUILIBRIUM WITH SPACE
emittance is given in [51. where U = Ub + y 2Uex1 is a total potential of the structure, Ub is a space charge potential and U,,, is an external focusing potential. General treatment of the problem (5) for arbitrary distribution function was given in [4] . In Table 1 self-consistent solutions for different beam distributions are given.
DRIFT OF UNIFORMLY CHARGED ELLIPSOID IN FREE SPACE
particle motion. Several tests are available including longitudinal space charge forces. Consider uniformly 
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BEAM BUNCHING
One-dimensional problem of beam hunching with space charge has an approximate analytical solution [6] . 
